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As we kick off an exciting new year it is important to recognize the success of 2021. ORHS was 
able to rescue a total of 506 cats and dogs. We are happy to announce that 407 of those animals 
came to us from Greene and Putnam Counties! 474 cats and dogs were placed last year which 
includes adoptions, pets that were lost and reunited with their owners, and relocations to our 
transfer partners…in short, all positive outcomes. These Rescues and Placements are the result 
of 20,000 volunteer hours and our animal welfare partnerships throughout the region.  

In March of 2021, ORHS relaunched its community spay neuter program through a new           
partnership with Athens Area Humane Society. This program helped 275 animals get spayed and 
neutered which mostly came from Greene and Putnam counties. The program is for income 
qualified applicants and provides spay neuter surgery and rabies vaccination to owned pets for 
$20 and community outdoor cats at no cost. To help fund this program ORHS received $20,000 in 
grants from Georgia Pet Foundation and Fix Georgia Pets.  

In the fall of 2021 ORHS also became part of the Atlanta Humane Society animal welfare            
coalition. This coalition gives us access to additional resources like pet food and pet relocation’s 
opportunities. ORHS received 2,000 pounds of pet resources including food, toys, litter, 
medications, etc. These resources were distributed to other animal welfare groups in our area 
and owners in need. Our animals and those from our community also benefited from the 
relocation program. ORHS was able to relocate 59 animals to Atlanta Humane that in most 
instances were adopted within one week. The cats and dogs ORHS sent were those that were at 
risk from other   local animal rescues or were residents at ORHS that had little to no adoption 
interest while at the center. Relocation is a group effort that not only gets animals adopted but 
also provides others that same opportunity.  

All our amazing work is not possible without the support of our volunteers and animal welfare 
partners. As ORHS moves forward into a new year we will continue to save the lives of cats and 
dogs in our community while being resourceful in our approach.  

If you would like to learn more about our efforts, please give us a call at 706-454-1508 or email 
at orhspets@gmail.com. 
 

Thank you for all that you do and Happy New Year! 

ORHS Board of Directors 

mailto:orhspets@gmail.com
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2021 
 

506 
175 CATS 

331 DOGS 

 

313 DOGS 

161 CATS 
Adoptions 

and 
Placements 

474  

OVER 20,000 VOLUNTEER HOURS 

 261  
animals cared for by foster families  

Community Spay/Neuter — 275 animals (started Mar ‘21) 

18  
heartworm positive 

dogs rescued and 

treated 

*407 0f the total 506 rescued were 

from Greene and Putnam counties 
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4,750 pounds to Putnam 
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A non-profit is only as strong as its leadership, and we are happy to introduce our 

Board Members. We are so very grateful for the time and energy our Board puts into 

keeping the Oconee Regional Humane Society a healthy and sustainable organization 

that saves hundreds of lives every year. 

 

Bob Hartman 

Bob became an ORHS volunteer in the Fall of 2019 starting with 8:00 am 
puppy duty, then added dog walking and several committee assignments. 
He joined the ORHS Board in January 2021. Bob and his wife, Liz, moved 
from Northern California to Greensboro in April 2019 to be closer to their 
daughter, Jessica, who lives in  Madison. Before he retired in 2016, Bob 
was in charge of Operations and Logistics for several apparel and footwear 
companies in California.   

Bob has a lifelong love for animals, growing up with dogs and cats and 
small critters; adding horses when his daughter started to ride. He 
currently has two cats and a dog (Elsa), a rescue from ORHS!   

Bob says “Being around horses gave me large animal experience and an 
understanding that their needs are not that much different than dogs and 
cats and this can be used at ORHS: “to respect ALL animals and knowing 
they depend on us for a long, healthy life.” 

 

Penny Davis 

Penny Davis is an experienced health care leader with over 30 years of 
achievements in strategic planning, implementation and clinical 
operations.  From the ER as a clinical nurse to CEO and Administrator, she 
has focused on patient-centered care and innovation.  

Prior to her retirement in 2017 and moving to Georgia from Chicago, Ms. 
Davis served as a Division Vice President for a Fortune 400 health care 
company as well as a Hospital Administrator, Health System Vice President 
and CEO of a Women’s and Children’s Hospital.   

She has volunteered with the Oconee Regional Humane  Society since 
2017.  She has fostered over a dozen dogs and puppies and is the dog mom 
of Rizzo, a 5-year-old puppy. Ms. Davis is a retired RN, mother of two grown 
sons and grandmother of seven. 
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Karyn Scott 

Karyn is originally from Overland Park, Kansas. She          

graduated from the University of Texas in Austin and lived 

in Dallas, San Francisco, and Santa Monica, Ca., before 

moving to Atlanta, Ga. She now resides at Lake Oconee, 

Ga. with her husband, Brian, and their sweet pup, Cassidy, 

who they adopted from ORHS in 2020. 

Karyn has 29 years of experience in establishing and  

delivering company-wide business strategies. Karyn spent 

nine years of her career serving as the  Director of Marketing and Development for several non-profit 

organizations, creating the vision and strategy for growth and leading fundraising initiatives: grant 

writing, corporate partnerships, annual campaigns, public relations campaigns, cause-related marketing 

campaigns, and events.  

Karyn is committed to and passionate about animals and animal rescue organizations and is honored to 

serve on the ORHS Board. 

 

Heidi Hausler 

Heidi and her husband Steve moved to the lake country in May 2020 to 

escape the bustle of Forsyth County Georgia. For the past 16 years, Heidi 

has been a stay-at-home mom raising two wonderful daughters that are 

now both in college.  

Heidi started volunteering with ORHS as a Rambler during the fall of 

2020 and it brought together two of her passions, animals and 

volunteering. She also became involved with the Publicity Committee 

and helped with the two successful fundraisers in 2021. Seeing her 

commitment she was asked to join the Board of ORHS in the summer of 

2021.  

Heidi is looking forward to growing along with ORHS in the coming years and the continued efforts of 

ORHS in rescuing and supporting dogs and cats in our area, as well as their humans. 
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Donna McCollum 

Having moved from California where Donna volunteered with multiple rescue 

organizations, she knew that she would want to continue doing this important 

work here at Lake Oconee. In California, she started working with cats, which 

resulted in her adopting 8 cats, which was their maximum. It was then that she 

transitioned to working with dogs at the No Kill Los Angeles shelter. While 

living at Lake Oconee part-time, Donna found ORHS and volunteers with the 

dogs. It was then that she and her husband fostered a dog named Harry. It was 

a foster win and Harry (their first dog) has become an important part of our 

family. Now that they live here at the lake full-time, the support of ORHS has been both rewarding and 

an integral part of her daily life. 

 

Barbara Gniewek 

Barbara recently relocated to Greensboro while escaping NYC/ NJ in March 

2020 to her vacation/future retirement home. Once here, she and her     

husband realized that this was in fact a great place to retire and perhaps they 

were ready to do so. As COVID had grounded them from their hectic 

consulting travel schedules, they decided it was a perfect time for dog. Their 

new puppy Winston introduced them to several neighborhood dogs and their 

owners, most of whom are very active in community activities. As 

they prepared for retirement, they were looking for ways to "give back" and 

get connected and ORHS seemed like a great fit. Leveraging her work          

experiences and past work with other not-for-profits, Barbara hopes to contribute as needed to the 

ongoing efforts of ORHS. She and John are also joining the ranks of puppy/dog volunteers, and Barbara 

enjoys watching the cats frolic in the Catio. 

 

Jeanne Lehmann 

Jeanne began volunteering at ORHS in 2018 and joined the board 

in 2020. She hails from NY and worked in the finance industry for 

over 25 years. Jeanne, her husband and pups retired to Georgia in 

2012 and discovered Lake Oconee 5 years later. She is passionate 

about  animals, has three dogs, one from ORHS, and an adopted 

giraffe who resides in Namibia. 
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These Numbers Tell a Happy Story! 

 
Oconee Regional Humane Society Teams with  

Other Organizations to Find Even More Homes for Pets! 

 

Over the past year ORHS has placed nearly 500 dogs and cats into their new adoptive homes.  

ORHS receives these animals from several different avenues – most often owner surrender or 

strays transferred from local animal control offices. But ORHS also receives animals transferred 

from other nearby shelters who are over-populated and under-funded and might be left to make 

the sad choice of euthanasia.    

 

In the fall of 2021, ORHS Director Josh Comstock, began collaborating with Atlanta Humane         

Society (AHS) to take part in their relocation program. This program allows ORHS to transfer dogs 

and cats who were not receiving interest or adoption applications to AHS. Animals from 

neighboring facilities in Baldwin and Morgan Counties are also included in this transfer.   

 

So far, this program has been deemed to be very successful and truly a life-saver for these pets. 

For instance, last fall, ORHS offered three juvenile terrier-boxer mixes for adoption. These         

adorable dogs were affectionately named the Hula Sisters: Kaila, Malia and Moana. After being 

highly advertised for 1 month at ORHS, there was little-to-no interest shown but all three were 

adopted at AHS only 3 days after their transfer. Sheeba, a one-year-old domestic short hair cat 

which had been at ORHS for five-months found an adopter at AHS within one week of transfer. 

 

Another positive aspect of this transfer program is the creation of space at ORHS to take in           

additional pets - such as the “plant puppies” Daisy, Fern, Ivy, Forest and Ginger – found living on a 

hunting property by themselves – lonely, afraid and severely under-socialized –  all adopted within 

several weeks.   

 

 To be continued….. 
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…..continued. 

 

 

Each animal that arrives at ORHS is given every opportunity available to get adopted. The Dog    

Program Director, Lily Apollony and Cat Program Director, Dreama Thomas assess the intakes and 

immediately take multiple photos and create a “bio” for the website. The publicity team then 

takes over and shares photos and videos on all social media platforms to attract potential 

adopters.   

 

Sometimes the dogs are taken to local businesses such as Home Depot 

for socialization and to be presented as potential pets to the shoppers. 

The cats are involved with a program called Rescue Readers which in-

vites children into the shelter to spend time with the cats and practice 

their reading. To learn more about Rescue Readers Program please call 

us at 706-454-1508. 

 

ORHS has a great track record of finding most animals their fur-ever 

homes in only several weeks, but some animals are considered hard to 

place because of their age, size, breed or temperament.  Many times 

the demographic of the shelter’s area will determine which animals are 

most    adoptable.    

 

To date, three transfers to AHS have been made, with 13 cats and 22 

dogs making the trip to the big city in search of their new homes. The 

success of this program will allow ORHS to find homes for even more 

homeless pets in our area.   

 

ORHS is an independent 501(c)(3) charitable organization and is not affiliated with any national       

animal welfare organization and is not supported in any way by tax dollars. For more information, 

call 706-454-1508 or visit orhspets.org.   

orhspets.org
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TRIBUTE TO A SPECIAL DOG NAMED PHOENIX 

 

Just before the New Year, ORHS and our community lost a 

wonderful friend, Phoenix, a dog that had meant so much to so 

many people.  Of course, we love every one of our rescues at 

ORHS, but there are a few very special animals that hold a piece 

of our hearts forever, and Phoenix was one of those.  We 

thought we would honor him and his family by sharing his story 

again. 

 

Many of you here at the lake may have known Phoenix.  He was 

a yellow lab and the pride and joy of Nancy and Bob Stevens.  

They adopted him from ORHS almost 10 years ago.   

 

A visitor, here on a business trip had noticed Phoenix chained to a tree without food or water. She took 

photographs of an emaciated and almost dead dog, and asked for help.  It took almost two weeks to 

take custody of Phoenix but finally he was in our care. It was ORHS that gave him his very fitting name.   

 

ORHS has a miracle fund that is funded by our supporters.  Resources from this fund allows us to 

respond in a timely, urgent manner to an animal with great need.  With these funds Phoenix was treated 

at Park Place Animal Hospital and eventually, with round the clock support from the  wonderful 

volunteers at ORHS he learned to eat again, and soon he began to thrive.  He was so very loved and he 

loved everyone right back, and he was happy maybe for the first time in his life.  

To be continued….. 
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TRIBUTE TO A SPECIAL DOG NAMED PHOENIX 
 

...continued. 

 

Phoenix found his forever home after an adoption event at Harmony Crossing’s farmer’s market where 

he looked at the Stevens’ with his gorgeous yellow eyes, and that was all it took. He went home with 

them for a two-day trial and then to stay forever. He was a project, with few manners, almost no 

training and he still had a number of issues from his first year of life, being badly abused. Bob Stevens 

had never really had a dog of his own and Phoenix seemed to sense that Bob was his best friend. He was 

so patient with Phoenix and he never gave up on him. Phoenix was given a quiet, loving home and he 

responded by becoming the most well-mannered and obedient dog. He completed a local obedience 

class and then passed his AKC Basic Therapy Dog training. He loved to visit patients in his role as Therapy 

Dog. What more could you ask? 

 

Phoenix was rewarded with even more time with his family. He loved to travel. He visited fifteen states 

on a three-month trip, where the Stevens’ learned that Phoenix loved lobster – of course he did! He 

loved hiking at the Great Smokey Mountains National Park. He went everywhere with them, even to 

restaurants whenever he was allowed.  He loved to exercise, play ball, swim and hike, and he could 

never get enough of dog park play time. He was a constant companion to Bob and Nancy. 

 

Bob once said, “By the time Phoenix is 91 years old, I’ll be 91, so my goal is to outlive him.”   

 

We are sad to say that neither Bob nor Phoenix 

made it to 91, but they certainly lived a full life 

together.  Bob passed away recently and now we 

believe he and Phoenix are together again on the 

other side of the Rainbow Bridge.  

 

Phoenix had the roughest start imaginable, and 

yet he learned to accept love, trust humans, and 

give back beyond all expectations. He was a best 

friend and member of the Stevens family, but he 

was and always will be part of our ORHS family. 

He will be missed but never forgotten. We all 

thank the Stevens family for sharing this sweet, 

sweet boy with all of us.  

 

RIP Phoenix. 
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A DECADE OF DEDICATION, COMMITMENT AND LOVE! 
 
Jill became an ORHS volunteer 15 years ago when she and her husband 
Roger started spending time here as part-time residents. They moved to 
the Lake from St. Louis 11 years ago.  Jill and Roger have always had 
animals and currently have two dogs – Gus and Ozzie. 
 
She was elected to the ORHS Board in 2015 and took on the Volunteer          
Coordinator role. As Volunteer Coordinator, Jill reviews the incoming              
applications, talks with the prospective volunteer and finds a suitable role.  
She then works out a schedule to have them come in and learn the 
position. Over the years, Jill has talked with hundreds of volunteers and no 
one has ever been turned away from helping.  

 
She says, “If they have a love of animals and 
don’t mind the work, we will find them a job.”   
 
One of her favorite memories with a new 
volunteer was training for puppy duty. She told the female applicant to 
wear old clothes and shoes you don’t mind getting dirty. The volunteer 
showed up in very nice clothes, two-inch heels and lots of dangling 
jewelry! 
 
Anyone who has talked with Jill, knows she frequently uses the term 
“dear” in the conversation, ever wonder why?  
 

“That started 25 years ago while working in the hospitality industry,” says Jill, “and it stuck!” 
 
One of Jill’s favorite things about ORHS: “The way we offer support 
to animals with issues. Whether medical or behavioral, we stand by 
our animals and will wait until the right adopter comes along.” 
 
Although Jill’s term on the Board expired the end of 2021; she will 
continue to  volunteer and you will see her around the Center        
anywhere she is needed.  
 
“I love volunteering,” she says, “it makes me feel needed.”   
 

OH DEAR!  

Dear Jill Schurig is Rolling off the Dear Board 
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15 YEARS OF LOVE, COMPASSION and COMMITMENT  
 
Since January 2008, Jackie Stolarski has been involved in some 
capacity with improving cats’ and dogs’ lives at ORHS. It was a 
cooking class with Tammie Moran, a past board member, that 
introduced her to the shelter years ago. Her commitment and 
passion have continued for over the past 15 years.  
 
Since her involvement at the shelter, she has fostered over 600 
puppies. Yes, an astounding number of 600 puppies. She has 
fostered orphaned, sick puppies, and pregnant dogs. Jackie 
recalled a few fostering memories. First, the time Jackie found 
herself taking care of a five-week-old puppy, Trapper. He had been 
rescued, hours away from being gassed. At nine-weeks-old it was 
discovered Trapper needed heart surgery. Jackie cared for Trapper 

during his recovery. This four-legged furry nugget became her first foster WIN. Three other 
foster wins followed over the years, named Sam, Wrigley, and Reagan.  
 
Jackie also recalls of a puppy named Hobo, the first bottle-fed puppy she cared for in her home. 
He liked to hide in the bookshelves of her kitchen, leaving her own dogs to run circles searching 
for him. Hobo was very good at staying hidden. Another memory was with her youngest 
daughter, Clare. On a day when Clare was taking a vacation day at home with her family, Jackie 
was caring for a litter of puppies struggling with a terrible case of ringworm. Clare found herself 
dipping puppies with her mother in nasty smelling limestone solution. Jackie recalls her 
daughter saying, “this is the best day of my life!” 
 
To be continued….. 

PET 
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...continued. 
 
Besides fostering, Jackie was extremely involved over the years with many rescues and intakes, 
adoption events, vaccinations, injections, and iv fluid administrations.  
 
She credits Park Place Animal Hospital for their wonderful veterinarians, and the nurturing and 
teaching support they have given to her and ORHS over the years. She joined the ORHS Board 
as Vice Chairman in 2009, and became Chairperson in 2010. Later years she found herself either 
on the board, where she chaired for four or five years. If not on the board she served as an 
advisor to the board.  
 
Soon Jackie and her husband, Andy, will be moving to Aiken, South Carolina. She plans to help 
the animals of Aiken, South Carolina and surrounding communities. Planning first to establish 
relationships and offer her volunteer time with Aiken County Animal Control and SPCA         
Albrecht Center in Aiken. 
 
When asked Jackie what she would like our community to know about ORHS, she said, “ORHS 
and its volunteers is a family like none other. I am proud to have been a part of that family for 
so many years. They are awesome”.  
 
Jackie will be missed for her friendship and service she has generously given to ORHS and the 
community. She will remember ORHS as the family it is and its incredible volunteers who have 
faith in one another. This is what she says makes ORHS the incredible place it has become     
today. 

PET 
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Meet Shelby and Mila!  

 

These two very adoptable teenagers are the 
“Guardians” of our teenager room. The 
loveable fur babies once graduated from our 
kitten room and into our teenager room and 
now they look out for the new kittens as they 
arrive around 3 months of age.   

 

Not only do they love other cats they are the 
official greeters of the room as potential 
adopters come to visit.   

 

As active as they are, you can find them during 
quiet times napping with their other 
roommates enjoying the comforts of the well-
furnished room or the spacious Catio.   

 

Both Mila and Shelby are very active and love 
to run and play with the other kittens and toys 
in the room.  The only reason they are still at 
ORHS is that their forever person just hasn’t 
found them yet. 

 

Stop by to visit and see these cuties for 
yourself or apply at orhspets.org/adopt-a-cat. 

Shelby: 10 months old, Black, Female 

Mila: 6 months old, Gray, Female 

orhspets.org/adopt-a-cat
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Kisses, cuddles and hugs galore – these candy gals are 
brimming with sugar. Sisters, Toffee and Taffy were 
surrendered to their local county facility simply because 
they were unaltered females, one nursing puppies and the 
other in heat.  

 

Once transferred to ORHS, life settled down a bit. Puppies 
were raised, and our girls were spayed – no more babies 
for these babies! 

 

At about a year and a half old, Taffy and Toffee are past 
the puppy phase but still love to play. They’re 
approximately 30-35 pounds, which makes them the 
perfect little spoons.  

 

While the candy gals have many similarities, their 
personalities really set them apart. Taffy is happiest just 
spending time with you, whether that be waking up slow 
with coffee, or binging the latest Netflix series.  

 

Toffee is more energetic and lights up the yard with her 
zoomies! SO, if it’s a couch potato or adventure buddy 
you’re looking for, these girls have got you covered! Toffee 
and Taffy are patiently waiting to meet you.  

 

You can complete an adoption application at 
orhspets.org/adopt-a-dog or visit our shelter from 11 a.m. 
to 3 p.m., Monday-Saturday. We hope to see you soon!  

Taffy 

Toffee 

Indulge in the sweetness of Taffy and Toffee!  

orhspets.org/adopt-a-dog
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Jermaine, our well-known lobby cat at the shelter, 
found his purrfect home before the holidays. He and 
his sister Opal were longtime ORHS residents. Known 
for being such friendly and affectionate cats, they 
became known as our lobby greeters.       

  

Jermaine, the most outgoing of the kitties, was usually 
the first to make the guests feel welcome. Then one 
special day in December, his forever human Tyler paid 
a visit to the shelter. Tyler knew he wanted to adopt an 
adult cat and Jermaine’s fluffy, black fur caught his 
attention the first visit.  

  

Jermaine and Opal came to ORHS as babies with severe upper 
respiratory infections that left them both with ocular scarring. 
Although their eyes look unusual and somewhat mystical, 
they’re not blind. They also had their teeth removed due to a 
condition called stomatitis, so soft food became Jermaine’s 
favorite.  

  

Jermaine and Opal were in foster care together for a year 
before taking up residence in the lobby. Daily life consisted of 
answering the door — sometimes the phone — and greeting 
visitors. Jermaine was loved by all, but he was still waiting for 
a forever home. 

  

Tyler returned to the shelter two more times before making 
his final decision. Jermaine’s great qualities of being a major 
lap cat, having an outgoing personality, and a love for all cats 
and people won over Tyler’s heart. Jermaine went home with 
his human in early December to live his best life.  

  

Tyler stays in touch and tells us Jermaine is living life to the fullest. His favorite place to relax is, of 
course, on Tyler’s lap. 

  

Opal is still looking for her person. She has taken over all lobby duties and looks forward to 
greeting you soon! 
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TOBY’S JOURNEY TO HIS FUR-EVER HOME !!!! 

 
Toby’s journey at ORHS began when he arrived at the 
beginning of  August. This adorable five-year-old, corgi
-shepherd mix, settled in and enjoyed the attention 
from all of his caretakers. Toby was very self-assured 
and a real Mr. Personality!  Toby especially loved his  
daily walks. He stole everyone’s heart, especially his 
devoted walker, Al, who let him go at his own pace 
while enjoying the new morning scents and making 
frequent stops to mark his route! 
 
Everyone was pleased when Toby was adopted    
shortly after his arrival, but after several weeks Toby 
was returned to the shelter due to no fault of his 
own.  He became surly and grumpy and just not his 
usual happy-go-lucky self. Through observation by staff and volunteers and with confirmation from 
the veterinarian, it was determined that Toby needed perineal hernia surgery. Soon after the 
surgery, the “old” Toby was back — feeling better and with a much more pleasant  disposition.  

 

After Thanksgiving, a family expressed interest in adopting Toby, but 
it was determined that Toby still needed some time to fine-tune his              
behavior.  To ensure a positive outcome for Toby, ORHS sought out 
the help of a local trainer who had experience with dogs such as 
Toby and the two began extensive training.  The family which was 
interested in adopting Toby was able to participate in several 
training sessions themselves which cemented their relationship and 
helped them make the final decision to adopt.  
 
Toby had finally found a home — and just in time for the 
holidays. The staff and volunteers at ORHS are always overjoyed 
when our animals find their fur-ever family, but this situation was 
extra special and more than a few tears were shed when Toby’s 
adoption was announced.    

 
Based on the photos Toby’s family recently sent to ORHS, Toby is fitting into his new home 
beautifully!     
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Hot on the heels of the highly successful Jet Ski raffle ORHS 
conducted in the spring of 2021, the fall Pedego Electric Bike 
fundraiser was also very profitable! 

 

Thanks to the popularity of electric bikes in our area and generous 
Lake Country residents, a total of 211 tickets at $200 each were sold 
for the drawing – netting ORHS $41,620. 

 

Mike Meehan, owner of Pedego Lake Oconee, located at 6167 Lake 

Oconee Parkway in Greensboro, generously donated two bikes for 

the raffle and assisted ORHS in publicizing the raffle.   

 

The drawing for the bikes took place in conjunction with “Pets, 

Pumpkins and Pedego Halloween Event” on October 30th at the 

Bank South Parking Lot in Greensboro.   

 

The anticipation was high as the winning entries were drawn.  The 

winners were Jamie Beatty and Debbie Harrisberger.  Debbie was in 

the audience for the drawing which added to the fun!    

 

Watch for exciting news about ORHS fundraisers planned for the 

New Year! 

 

 

 

A BIG THANK YOU again to Mike Meehan, owner of Pedego Lake Oconee. 

AND THANK YOU TO THE LOCAL BUSINESSES, COMMUNITY, ORHS PUBLICITY 

TEAM AND  VOLUNTEERS FOR  MAKING THIS FUNDRAISER A SUCCESS! 

Community Support Shines 

Through ‘Hello Fun’ Fundraiser 
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BECOME A VOLUNTEER 

Our volunteers are the lifeblood of our organization. Through their dedicated efforts, ORHS      
continues to rescue and save more. Our volunteers truly do make a difference. We will find a 
place where your love and efforts will help us save even more      animals in the future.  

BECOME A FOSTER 

Our foster families have been our rock.  Their kindness and generosity is overwhelming. Do you 
have a nurturing personality, and  are you wanting to make a difference in your community? Have 
you considered fostering a cat or dog to fill this void. Fostering saves two lives. Yes, TWO lives! 
First, is the animal you have taken into your home, and second, the animal who has found refuge 
by the space you have created at the shelter. 

If interested in volunteering or fostering, call us at (706) 454-1508 or apply at orhspets.org. 

 

If you shop on Amazon, THEY will donate to ORHS! 

AmazonSmile is a website operated by Amazon with the same products,  
prices and  shopping features as amazon.com. The difference is that 
when you shop on AmazonSmile, the AmazonSmile Foundation will 
donate 0.5% of the purchase price of eligible products to the charity of 
your choice.  

On your first visit to AmazonSmile (smile.amazon.com), you are 
prompted to select a charitable organization. You can change your    
selection at any time.  

From then on, simply start with a smile (smile.amazon.com) when it’s time to shop, and you will 
be supporting ORHS at no cost to you! You can also activate your AmazonSmile donations on 
your Amazon app if you prefer shopping on a mobile device. 

Click here for our Amazon Wish List 

orhspets.org
http://www.amazonsmile.com
http://www.amazonsmile.com
https://smile.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/6HWVVK6PZ75A?&sort=default
http://www.amazonsmile.com/
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SOCIALIZE WITH ORHS 

orhspets.org ORHS on Facebook @ORHSPETS orhspets@gmail

Help us drive adoptions!  

Everyone can put their phone to work for the animals! Join us on Facebook and Instagram  
— the more you share and comment on our posts the faster our cats and dogs find homes. 

A BIG THANK YOU… 

We want to acknowledge our appreciation to our partnering veterinarians for their kindness, 

generosity and expertise. Thank you very much to:  

❤ Park Place Animal Hospital 

❤ Athens Area Humane Society 

❤ Atlanta Humane Society 

❤ Adam Hart 

❤ Main Street Vet 

❤ Vet at Blue Ridge 

❤ Lake Oconee Animal Hospital 

❤ Veterinarian at Lake Oconee 

http://www.orhspets.org
facebook.com/oconeeregionalhumanesociety
https://www.instagram.com/orhspets/
mailto:orhspets@gmail.com
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HONORARIUMS*  

Michael Stevens in honor of ORHS 

Gini Head in honor of Jill Schurig and all the ORHS volunteers 

Andy and Jackie Stolarski in honor of Marilyn Turbeville and Carolyn Taylor 

Bob and Pat Rech in honor of all adopted Pets 

Charles and Beth Moore in honor of Amos and Abby 

Lauralee Hunter in honor of Bill Whorley 

Cheryle Turner in honor of birthday of Bruce Andree 

 

Terry and Marilyn Turbeville in honor of Carolyn Taylor's birthday 

William Whorley in honor of Catherine Calhoun 

Xavier and Jill Cortada in honor of Della, the found dog 

Rita Smith in honor of Derby 

 

Rebekah and Bryan Coker in honor of Fig and Eevee, ORHS kitty adoptees 

Karen and Louis Snage in honor of Jack and Jill, ORHS adoptees 

Stephen B. Hicks in honor of Jackie and Andy Stolarski 

 

Chance and Cherrilane Blackburn in honor of Jan McLean 

Chris and Theresa Widuch in honor of Josh Comstock 

Diane Pierce in honor of Bradley, an ORHS Rescue Reader  

who collected donations from neighbors 

 

Kathy Cohen in honor of Kari Wires  

John Casper in honor of Kris John's birthday 

Buddy and Charlene Roberts in honor of Lynn and Chuck Johnson, Bailey Moyer (dog) and 
Dexter Moore (dog) 

 

 

*As of June 24th 2021 through December 31st, 2021 
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HONORARIUMS*  

Linda S Parker in honor of Max 

Judith Combs in honor of my children, Susan and Todd Heil, Brad Combs and  

Jennifer Sartorius 

Joyce Dove Woodside in honor of Nobel and Molly 

Pamela Steadman in honor of Oliver, best Pyrenees ever 

David Smith in honor of Pamela Smith 

Linda and Robert Lawson in honor of Piper 

 

Glenn and Amy West in honor of sweet Bellamy and Kim Leary and Tommy Smith 

Peter and Jeanne Lehmann in honor of the Lehmann dogs 

Anne Russo in honor of the McRobbies 

Bonnie Stewart in honor of the Tillery Family 

Maureen Zarnfaller in honor of Virginia Mays 

Sylvia Ferrell in honor of Janet and George Boccagno 

Josha Halim-Rotinsulu in honor of Rescue Paws UGA 

 

Mr. and Mrs. James Pound in honor of: 

  Ms. Dee Riley    Stephenia Walker   

  Mr. and Mrs. Rusty Lovell   Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Boyd   
  Mr. and Mrs. Mike Thornell  Mr. and Mrs. Chuck Bradshaw 

  Mr. and Mrs. Hank Sullivan  Mr. Chris Harman 

  Sandy Bain and Claudia Perry  Mr. and Mrs. Dave Harms 

  Mr. and Mrs. Ted Pound    Virginia Causey 

 

Anthony Caterino on behalf of Madlyn Inserra 

Tammy Coker on behalf of Sadie and Noodles Coker 

 

 

*As of June 24th 2021 through December 31st, 2021 
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MEMORIALS* 

In Memory of  Bob Stevens 

 Elizabeth Hassell  Fred and Nancy Hunte  Ken and Mary Ellen Kopesky 

 Debbie Spann  John and Cheryl Golden  Katrinia Behbahani  

 Lee Bradway   Jessica Harison   Marguerite McInteer  

 Andrea Wuori  John  and Kay Hinds  Rita and Jim Jones        

 Pat and Tim Peters  Paula and Kenneth Moore Michael Stevens  

 William and Carol Britten     GCI Incorporated   Gloria M. Sheppard 

 Helen and Ray Jeffords   

 

Carol and Michael Lynch in loving memory of our good friend Dr. William Shirey 

Susie Bohler  in loving memory of our beloved dog, Oscar adopted from ORHS 2011 

Toni Holman in memory of Ann and Alton Moncries 

Lucy Daigle in memory of Soxy Woxy 

 

In Memory of Joey, beloved cat of Andrea and Dick Wuori 

  Andrea Wuori  Linda and Mike Parker  Jill Rabb  

 

Yvonne M. Harrell in memory of Sassy 

Katie Ormsby in memory of Snickers 

Deborah Gilbert in memory of Stuart Edmondson 

Colin Coughlin in memory of Ted Mays 

Pam Parrish in memory of Tucker, beloved dog of Elliott and Elizabeth Austin 

Randall Holland in memory of Keith Branch 

 

In Memory of Kenneth "Sam" Nelson Roper  

  Linda Bay   Glenn Goldstein    Kelley Barks  

 

*As of June 24th 2021 through December 31st, 2021 
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MEMORIALS* 

In Memory of Nancy Hirst  

  Douglas Burgstaller  Brenda Frank  Karen Judy Foley  

 

Lauren Hardeman in memory of Amy Hardeman Brown 

Donnie and Libby Chapman in memory of Argos, beloved dog of George and Gloria Morrell 

Rhonda Leonard in memory of Barbra Boullain-Costa 

 

Sheila Connelly in memory of Bella 

Andrew Aiken in memory of Bernita Aiken 

Barbara J. White in memory of Bill White 

Andy and Jackie Stolarski in memory of Billy Gavan 

Pat and Bob Rech in memory of Billy, the dog 

Tom and BJ Collier in memory of Buddy, beloved dog of Joe and Lee Ann Collier 

Andrea Wuori in memory of Calvin, beloved dog of Mike and Lori Abodeely 

 

In Memory of Skylar, beloved Westie of Sheryl and Dennis Bailey  

Sheryl and Dennis Bailey  Andrea Wuori  David and Ginny Dornheggen  

 

Karen Morrison in memory of Carly 

L. Ileane Slocum in memory of Christine Hamilton 

Rita McCurdy in memory of Chuck,  beloved pet of Val Chin-A-Sen 

Mark Volker  in memory of Elizabeth Volker 

Kim Binder and David Hallman in memory of Flash 

 

Kerri Smith in memory of Flo Hammond 

Cindy and Tommy Sasser in memory of George Coats 

Gregg and Libby Lindahl in memory of Georgia, furry neighbor we dearly miss 

 

*As of June 24th 2021 through December 31st, 2021 
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MEMORIALS* 

Linda Moore in memory of Hannah 

David and Ginny Dornheggen in memory of Izzy, beloved dog of Janet and Bill Norris 

Collette Anderson in memory of Josie O'Neill 

R. Allen Haywood in memory of Julia Haywood 

Frances and Gentry Strickland in memory of Kate, loved companion of Jamie, Kathy and 
little Jamie 

Jack and Val Ledyard in memory of Larry Price 

Richard and Katherine Calhoun in memory of lost bottle kitties 

 

Tom and BJ Collier in memory of Lulu, beloved dog of Jack Phares 

Tom and BJ Collier in memory of Molli, beloved dog of Mark and Mary Alice Gorley 

Tom and BJ Collier in memory of Mya, beloved dog of Ron and Sharon Creasy 

 

In Memory of Gary Andre Wires beloved Father of Kari Wires 

  Thomas W. Robinson     Henry and Margie Wallace  

  David and Ginny Dornheggen  John and Roslyn Carson  

  Andy and Jackie Stolarski   Joy Warner 

 

Ronald and Kathryn Daly in memory of Peaches 

David and Ginny Dornheggen in memory of Remmy, beloved family dog of Lily Apollony 

Pat and Brady Langford in memory of Riley, our precious kitty 

 

Jonnie B. Ghetti in memory of Sandie Albritton 

Janel and Mark McCullers in memory of Sandy Grace, beloved dog of Gail and  

Gary Peacock 

 

 

 

*As of June 24th 2021 through December 31st, 2021 


